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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

WACO DIVISION 
 

JANE DOE 1, JANE DOE 2, § 
JANE DOE 3, JANE DOE 4, § 
JANE DOE 5, JANE DOE 6, § 
JANE DOE 7, JANE DOE 8, § 
JANE DOE 9, AND JANE DOE 10 § Cause No. 6:16-cv-173-RP 
 § JURY TRIAL DEMANDED 
 Plaintiffs, § 
 § 
vs. §   
 §   
BAYLOR UNIVERSITY § 
 § 
 Defendant. § 
 

PLAINTIFFS’ REPLY TO DEFENDANT’S RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFFS’ 
SUPPLEMENT TO PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION TO COMPEL RESPONSES TO 

PLAINTIFFS’ REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION 
 

TO THE HONORABLE ROBERT PITMAN: 

COME NOW JANE DOES 1-10, Plaintiffs herein, file this Reply to Baylor’s Response to 

Plaintiffs’ Supplement to Plaintiffs’ Motion to Compel Responses to Plaintiffs’ Request for Production 

(ECF 486). In support thereof, Plaintiff would respectfully show the Honorable Court as follows: 

I. 
 

Contrary to Baylor’s accusations, Plaintiffs’ supplement is connected to its Motion to Compel 

because it demonstrates the continuation of Baylor’s discovery abuse and disregard for the Rules of 

Civil Procedure.  

 It is no surprise that when confronted, once again, with its obstruction tactics, Baylor seeks to 

shift blame. Astoundingly, Baylor now blames Plaintiffs for moving forward with litigation instead of 

simply waiting around until Baylor decides it wants to comply with its discovery obligations and 

produce documents that it gave Pepper Hamilton some two years ago during an investigation for 
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which we now know Baylor paid $4.2 million.1 Baylor contends in its Response that Plaintiffs are 

attempting to “create delay” and “feign indignation before the Court about delays in obtaining 

documents.” ECF 486 at 4. Apparently, Plaintiffs’ desire to take necessary depositions before the 

looming expert designation deadline is a way to create delay? This argument defies logic and credulity.  

 Baylor seeks reprieve from its discovery obligations based on its own discovery obstruction. 

Once again, Baylor argues that it withholds key documents from Plaintiffs because it is bogged down 

in compiling the “massive ESI production” related to the PH documents. ECF 486 at 4. Again, these 

are the same documents that Baylor was somehow able to promptly turn over to PH two years ago 

without Baylor itself having to spend millions of dollars and multiple hours of review. That Baylor 

chose to obstruct discovery by using FERPA as a shield does not demonstrate that Baylor should be 

absolved of its discovery obligations. Baylor’s utilization of FERPA to delay discovery is readily shown 

in its ability to produce Judicial Affairs files in the Hernandez case because “a pseudonym protocol was 

not in place.” ECF 486 at 4. Once again, Baylor produces what it wants, when it wants.2   

 That Baylor produced the challenged documents in the Hernandez lawsuit is important but for 

different reasons than Baylor asserts – it is without question that these records were not produced to 

Plaintiffs despite them being directly related to Plaintiffs’ claims of an intentional policy of institutional 

gender-based discrimination and despite the fact that Baylor had them since they produced them in 

another case. As set forth in Plaintiffs’ supplement, the withheld records go the heart of Plaintiffs’ 

claims and guts Defendants’ anticipated defenses and prior repeated media campaign.  

                                                 
1 See Exhibit A. 
2 To the extent that Baylor suggests that it was relieved of producing relevant documents because the 
same information was found in news reports, such an argument defies the bounds of reason. ECF 
486 at 3 (“As for the particulars of Elliott’s criminal history, Plaintiffs themselves have cited a Waco 
Tribune-Herald story from January 24, 2014, regarding Elliott (Dkt. 481 at 4 n.16). And much of the 
same territory was addressed in a 2017 book by an ESPN reporter that analyzed the Elliott case.”). 
Are Plaintiffs expected to scour news reports instead of Baylor complying with its obligations under 
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure?  
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 Incredibly, Baylor contends that it is “producing all student files in a systematic way.” ECF 

486 at 3. This declaration is ridiculous. One day before Jane Doe 1’s deposition last Wednesday, Baylor 

was still producing documents related to her student files. The same day as Jane Doe 7’s deposition 

last Friday—indeed, less than thirty minutes before her deposition—Baylor produced documents 

related to her student files. In prior filings, Plaintiffs have identified numerous gaps in production 

regarding the Jane Does’ own student files.3  

 Our nation’s open court guarantee means that the media might show interest in information 

that Plaintiffs must bring forth to show this Court examples of Baylor hiding extremely prejudicial 

materials.  This is simply a reality.  If Baylor were not hiding this information, there would be no need 

to bring them to the Court’s attention, and media knowledge of these facts would be avoided.4 

CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, Plaintiffs request an order to compel. 

  

                                                 
3 E.g., ECF 264 at 5; ECF 275 at 7-9. 
4 Nothing perhaps exemplifies that it is Baylor who is carefully engaging in media manipulation, with 
the help of professional firms, than the Waco Tribune-Herald headline story of August 23, 2018.  See 
https://www.wacotrib.com/news/higher_education/baylor-regents-probe-quieted-in-house-
doubts-of-pepper-hamilton/article_879e48ea-0d20-584d-bf99-33204465ddd8.html. That story was 
not posted online until immediately after the conclusion of the deposition of Baylor Regent Phil 
Stewart.  The story, which resulted from an interview by Regent Jerry Clements, was carefully timed 
coincide with and get ahead of reports of Stewart’s testimony which was very damaging to Baylor.  
Baylor was able to question Stewart about events surrounding Clements’s claims in that story without 
Stewart having the benefit of Clements’ statements to the press, and without Plaintiffs being able to 
question Stewart about Clements’ news interview claims.  As an aside, and unfortunately to be the 
subject of a future motion, Baylor redacted most of Stewart’s subpoena responses and prevented 
Stewart from answering dozens of questions, all further proof of how Baylor is forcing this Court’s 
docket to be clogged with discovery motions. Indeed, it gummed up the works with one more 
courthouse steps legal stunt earlier this week concerning the unnecessary relief to briefly impound the 
Hill deposition.  Baylor manipulates the media and then tries to manipulate the Court to insulate itself 
from the media. 
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Respectfully submitted, 
 
  /s/ Chad W. Dunn            
BRAZIL & DUNN, L.L.P. 
Chad W. Dunn  
State Bar No. 24036507 
K. Scott Brazil 
State Bar No. 02934050 
4201 Cypress Creek Pkwy., Suite 530 
Houston, Texas 77068 
Telephone: (281) 580-6310 
Facsimile: (281) 580-6362 
chad@brazilanddunn.com 
 
AND 
 
DUNNAM & DUNNAM, L.L.P. 
Jim Dunnam 
State Bar No. 06258010 
4125 West Waco Drive 
Waco, Texas 76710 
Telephone: (254) 753-6437 
Facsimile: (254) 753-7434 
jimdunnam@dunnamlaw.com 
 
ATTORNEYS FOR PLAINTIFFS 

 
 
 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 

This is to certify that a true and correct copy of the above and foregoing has been filed by 
ECF and sent to counsel of record via electronic notification on August 23, 2018. 

 
/s/Chad W. Dunn               

      CHAD W. DUNN 
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EXHIBIT A 
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STEWART 0051

Attorney-client privilege

Work-product privilege
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